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Austin blends modernist inspiration

into a new interpretation that’s as 

timely as today.



The Austin Bench, designed by landscape architect

Robert Chipman, is a study in beautiful balance.

Inspired by architecture of the 20s and classic

modern furniture of the 50s, it expresses familiar

themes in thoroughly contemporary terms. Austin

balances lightness and substance, is relaxed, yet

refined, poised but never boring. The cantilever ver-

sion is a natural for minimalist spaces, the four-legged

version a fine fit within a range of architectural styles.

Composed of minimal parts, (just two extrusions cre-

ate the seat and back in all versions) Austin masters

the details, from its tapered slats to the lovely winged

shape of its end piece. In aluminum or wood Austin

is a high-design solution — and a breath of fresh air —

for corporate and healthcare courtyards, atria,

small-scale public places, and private retail space.  

Very Very Contemporary
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Download product photos, brochures, color charts, 

SketchUp components, technical information,  

CAD details, CSI specifications, assembly instructions.  

Austin is designed by Robert Chipman, ASLA.

Specifications are subject to change without notice.

Austin is manufactured in U.S.A.

Austin design is protected by U.S. Patent Nos. 

D481,210, D481,211, D482,885, D483,960.

Austin meets BIFMA performance and safety standards.

Location photography: Lady Bird Johnson Wildflower Center, Austin, TX

Landscape Forms supports the LAF at the Second Century level.
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Austin™ Specifications  

Seat 

Austin benches are available in backed or backless, and in a selection of interior 

and exterior woods, as well as aluminum extruded boards. Unique cantilever 

style or freestanding/surface mount supports are cast iron.

Arm Options 

Optional arms may be added to both ends, as well as the center position.  Arms 

are available for either backed or backless benches. All arms are cast aluminum 

and attached to the seat boards.

Mounting Options 

Austin benches with freestanding/surface mount supports ship with glides 

which may be removed for surface mounting. All cantilever supports must be 

surface mounted into concrete.

Finishes

Interior woods are finished with Landscape Forms’  

exclusive LF-80 wood finish, a clear, catalyzed acrylic 

lacquer. Special stain may be specified for an upcharge. 

Exterior woods are unfinished and will weather to a soft 

pewter gray, requiring no future maintenance.

Metal is finished with Landscape Forms’ proprietary 

Pangard II® polyester powercoat, a hard yet flexible  

finish that resists rusting, chipping, peering and fading. 

Call for standard color chart. A wide array of optional  

colors may be specified for an upcharge.

To Specify

  .noitpo sselkcab ro dekcab ni hcneb nitsuA eht tceleS  

Specify surface mount cantilever or freestanding/surface 

mount support. Specify wood type and/or powdercoat 

color. Specify number of arms. Benches may be speci-

fied in FSC certified woods. Visit landscapeforms.com; 

click Design Tools, Materials/Colors link for standard  

offerings, including FSC wood options.

Austin may be specified with FSC Certified woods; call for pricing and lead times.  

Powdercoat finish on metal parts contains no heavy metals, is HAPS-free and has  

extremely low VOCs. Bench materials are 100% recyclable.
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Sense of Place

We believe in the power of design and its ability to 

elevate public spaces. Landscape Forms provides 

great design, integrated product collections, and 

leading edge technology for creating a sense of place 

in outdoor environments.




